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COMBAT BOOTS

INTRODUCTION
Combat  Boots simulates  small-unit  combat  in

the  modern era. In  Combat Boots,  each player
controls infantry, artillery, tanks and aircraft.

COMPONENTS

Board
The board represents the field of battle.  Open

ground,  hills,  roads,  and  other  terrain  features
appear  on  the  board.   The  superimposed
hexagons  (hex)  regulate  movement  and  firing
range.   Each  hex  is  approximately  50  meters
across.   Terrain  affects  movement,  cover,  and
line of sight.

Pieces
Each piece/unit represents an infantry squad or

section, a gun, a tank, a vehicle,  or an aircraft.
Each piece shows a silhouette of  the unit,  and
ratings  for  range,  movement,  weapon  type,
firepower, and survivability.

Target Type
Tanks  and  armored  halftracks  are  "armor."

Armor is immune to rifle and machine gun fire.

Unit Ratings
Range reflects how many hexes a unit can fire.

A unit  with an  * for  range has unlimited range.
Movement  dictates  how  many  open  hexes  the
unit  can  move.   Weapon  type  describes  the
weapon the unit uses.  Firepower is the number
of  dice  the  unit  rolls  when  firing  on  a  target.
Survivability is the number of dice the unit rolls

You  can  summarize  a  unit  using  its  weapon
type, firepower, and survivability.  The rifle squad
above can be summarized as r2/2.

Weapon Type
A weapon's effectiveness varies upon its target.
a: Anti-tank weapons target armor.  Firepower -1

against unarmored targets.
h: High-explosive attacks every unit in the target

hex individually.  Firepower -1 against armor.
H: An artillery barrage attacks every unit in the

target  hex  and every  unit  in  each  of  all  six
surrounding hexes.  Firepower -1 against armor.

m: Machine guns (MG) can fire at two targets,
or at the same target twice.  Ineffective against
armor.
M: Liquid-cooled MG's can fire at three targets,

or at the same target multiple times.
Mortars are h type weapons.  Light mortars can

attack adjacent units.
r: A rifle squad can fire at unarmored units only.

GAME SEQUENCE
Players  alternate turns.  The player  taking his

turn is the active player.  The other player is the
inactive player.  The active player moves or fires
his units, one at a time.  He completes one unit's
turn before continuing to the next.

Unit's Turn
In the active player's turn, each unit can either

move,  or  fire at an enemy.  A unit  that moves
cannot fire, and a unit that fires cannot move.

Victory
Players  alternate  turns  until  one  side  wins.

Victory conditions are specified in each battle.

MOVEMENT & TERRAIN
A unit's  movement  rating  specifies  how many

hexes it may move.  For example, a movement of
4 allows a unit to move up to four open hexes.

Terrain
Some hexes have terrain that is difficult to move

through.   Those  hexes  cost  more  movement
points to enter.  See the Terrain table for details.

Elevation
Elevation is explained in more detail later.  For

now,  assume  that  units  are  at  the  highest
elevation in that hex.

A rifle squad spends 2 points moving uphill.  It
continues uphill,  but since it's  traveling along a
road, the 2-point cost is halved.  It travels along a
road on the flat, and then enters a village along
the road.  The squad has used up four movement
points, and can move no further.
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Terrain notes:  A number appears on both sides
of a given elevation line.  The side with the higher
number is the uphill side, the side with the lower
number  is  the  downhill  side.   If  numbers  are
equal on both sides, the elevation line is a ridge.

TRANSPORT

Loading Infantry and Guns
A single infantry or gun unit  can be loaded as

cargo onto a vehicle.  A vehicle can load/unload
and move; move and load/unload; or just move.
A  vehicle  cannot  move/load/move,  or
load/move/unload.  Cargo cannot fire in the turn it
loads/unloads.
Place  the  vehicle  directly  over  its  cargo  to

symbolize  a  loaded  vehicle.   For  stacking
purposes, a loaded vehicle counts as one piece.
If  a  loaded  vehicle  is  destroyed,  the  cargo  is
destroyed as well.

Infantry Riding Tanks
Infantry riding on tanks are exposed and have a

survivability rating of 1 while riding.

LINE OF SIGHT

Line of Sight (LOS)
Buildings and hills block line of sight.  A unit can

see  into   the  first  hex  of  a  series  of  building
hexes, but no further.   A unit  in a building hex
can see adjacent units in building hexes, but no
further.
Units  in  LOS can see each other.   If  LOS is

questionable,  measure  from  the  center  of  one
hex  to  the  center  of  the  other.   LOS  passing
along the side of a obstacle hex is blocked.

● A and B can see each other.  There is nothing
blocking line of sight.
● B and C can see each other.  Buildings block

line of sight, but you can see into the first hex of
a series of building hexes.
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● B and D cannot see each other.  The buildings
at C block line of sight.

Friendly Units
Only mortars can fire through friendly unit at the

same altitude.

ELEVATION

Elevation Lines
Elevation lines  appear  along hexagons  on the

game board.  Elevation is marked in small letters.
Terrain on the uphill side of the elevation line is
higher than terrain on the downhill side.  Assume
units are at the highest elevation in the hex.

Line of Sight
Units separated by one elevation line can see

each other if the intervening line is closer to the
higher unit.  Units separated by multiple elevation
lines  can  see  each  other  if  each  fractional
elevation line is closer to the higher unit.

● B  is  higher  than  A.   One  elevation  line
separates them.  Since that line is closer to the
higher unit (B), they can see each other.
● A and C are separated by two elevation lines.

Since the higher line is 1/3 closer to C, and the
lower elevation line is 2/3 or closer to C, the two
units can see each other.
● A and D are separated by two elevation lines.

Not only do the buildings at C block line of sight,
but since the two lines are fractionally closer to
the lower unit, they can NOT see each other.

RANGE BANDS

Movement
The board is divided into four unevenly-spaced

range bands.  The portion of the board covered
with hexagons is all in the first range band.
A unit must spend 10 movement to go from one

range band to the next.  If a unit has less than 10
movement, it can all its movement to move onto

the intervening line, or  from a line into a range
band.

Firing Range
If a unit's range is underlined, the range number

indicates the number of range bands that the unit
can fire into.  For example, a unit with a range of
1 can reach any  target  within  the  same range
band.  If it has a range of  2, it can fire into the
adjacent range band as well, and so on.

 The Pak36 has a range of 1.  It can fire on the
MkVI tank, which is in the same range band.  The
MkVI,  also  has  a  range of  1,  and can fire  on
either the Pak36, or the Flak88.
The Flak88 has a range of 4.  It can fire on any

target  in  any  of  the  four  range  bands.   The
Crusader and Matilda tanks only have a range of
1.  They must move into range band 1  before
they can fire on their enemies.

FIRE

Firing Conditions
A unit may fire on a target that is in a clear line

of sight and within range.  A unit can fire at one
target in its turn.  You can mark that a unit has
fired  by  rotating  it  90  degrees.   A  target  can
receive fire from multiple attackers.

Resolving Fire
The  firing  unit  rolls  as  many  dice  as  his

firepower  rating.   The target  unit  rolls as many
dice as his survivability rating.

Pin
If the firing unit's highest die beats the target's

highest die, the target is pinned.  Flip the pinned
piece over to its back side.  A pinned piece can
do nothing until rallied.  An additional pin results
destroys the unit.  A pinned piece cannot rally in
the turn it is pinned (see Rallying Pinned Units).

Kill
If  the  firing  unit's  two highest  dice individually

beat  the  target's  highest  die,  the  target  is
destroyed.  Remove the target from the board.
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Example

B fires at A at 2-2.  B rolls a 6 and a 5.  A rolls a
5 and a 3.  B's 6 beats A's 5, and A is pinned.
Flip A over.  A is helpless until rallied.
Example
B fires on A at 2-2.  B rolls a 6 and a 5.  A rolls a

4, and a 3.  Both B's 6 and 5 beat A's 4.  A is
destroyed and removed from the board.

Die Modifiers
When  a  player  rolls  more  than  one  6,  each

additional 6 adds +1 to his highest die.

Example
A rolls three six's.  His two highest dice become

an 8 (6 +1 +1 = 8), and a 6.

Point Blank Range
A unit firing on an enemy in an adjacent hex, or

in the same hex, throws an additional die.

Example (not shown)
C r2/2 fires on D r2/2.  Since adjacent, C rolls

three dice while D rolls two.  C rolls a 6, 5 and 1.
D rolls a 5 and a 5.  D  is pinned.

COVER

Cover Modifiers
Cover improves a target's chances of  survival.

The target unit benefits from the cover rating of
his hex (See the terrain table for details).
Cover  is  not  cumulative.   A  unit  in  multiple

terrain types takes the cover modifier of the most
advantageous terrain in the hex.

Example

● A fires on B at 2-2.
● A rolls a 6 and a 5.  B rolls a 4, and a 3.
● Without cover, both A's 6 and 5 beat B's 4.  B

would be destroyed.
● However, buildings provides +1 cover, adding

to B's high roll.  This turns the 4 into a 5.
● A's 6 beats B's 5.  B is pinned.
● The target player flips his piece upside-down.

STACKED UNITS

Combining Fire
Rifle squads and machine guns that occupy the

same  hex  may  combine  firepower  against  a
target.  Tanks, guns, mortars, and aircraft cannot
combine fire.

Firepower
The firing units use the cumulative firepower of

the units combining fire.

Example
The firing player has a MG team m2/1, and a

rifle  squad  r2/2  in  the  same  space.   They
combine fire and roll four dice.

Stacked Targets
Infantry units in the same hex may be fired upon

individually,  or  grouped.   If  grouped,  use  their
cumulative survivability ratings to resolve fire.  If
grouped, the result applies to all units grouped.

Example
The target player has two rifle squads r2/2 in the

same space.  The firing player attacks both units
as a group.  The target player rolls four dice (rifle
squad=2, second rifle squad=2).

Example
A co-located rifle squad r2/2  and a  MG team

m2/1 combine fire for a firepower rating of 4.
They  fire  on  one  rifle  squad  r2/2  in  a  hex

containing two.  The attacker fires at 4-2.

Example
A co-located rifle squad r2/2  and a  MG team

m2/1 combine fire for a firepower rating of 4.
They  fire  on  both  rifle  squads  r2/2  in  a  hex

containing two.  The attacker fires at 4-4.
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Stacking Penalty
For  each unit  in  a  target  hex  exceeding  four

units, the firing player adds an additional +1 to his
highest die for all attacks into that space.

Example
A MG fires on a hex containing five rifle squads.

The five  rifle squads  are  one over  the  penalty-
free four-unit limit.  As a result, the MG adds +1
to his highest die for each attack on that space.

OPPORTUNITY FIRE
Each of the inactive player's units can fire at one

target in the active player's turn (a machine gun
can fire at two).  The target must be within line of
sight and range.

Return Fire
An  unpinned,  inactive  unit  surviving  incoming

fire may return fire at its antagonist.

Example
Squad A r2/2 fires on squad B r2/2.  B is neither

pinned nor destroyed.  B can now return fire at A.

Following Fire
Inactive  units  can  fire  on  moving,  loading,  or

unloading units.  Inactive units can continue firing
until the target stops moving or is destroyed.

Example

● Squad A moves to B.  The inactive squad at D
sees  him,  and fires  at  2-2.   A adds  +1 to  his
highest die because of cover, and survives.
● A moves to C.  D continues following fire.  At

point-blank  range,  D  throws  an  additional  die,
attacking at 3-2.  Somehow, A survives.
● A moves into D's hex.  D throws an extra die

for point-blank range,  and a pin result  is a kill.
Somehow, A survives.
● Both units are in the same hex.  Neither unit

can fire out of that hes.  Friendly units cannot fire
into the hex.
● If desired, squad A can initiate hand-to-hand

combat against D.

SAME-HEX COMBAT
Hostile units sharing the same hex cannot fire

out of their hex.  Friendly units cannot fire into a

hex containing friendly units.  Target units in the
same hex  get  no  cover  modifiers,  and  a  "pin"
kills.  Firing units in the same hex roll an extra die
for  point  blank  range.   At  the  end  of  the  turn,
pinned units with unpinned enemy are destroyed.

Example
Two  opposing  squads  r2/2  share  a  building

space.  The firing unit fires on its target, and rolls
an extra die for point blank range.  Cover does
not apply.   The firing unit  rolls a 6, 5 and a 2.
The target rolls a 5 and a 4.  The firing unit's 6
beats the target's 5.  The target would be pinned,
but in the same hex, a "pin" kills.

Example

● Two rifle squads A and B, attempt to overrun
squad C.
● Squad A enters C's hex.  C fires at A at 3-2,

because of point blank range.  Cover is ignored.
C rolls a 6, 3, and 1.  A rolls a 5 and a 5.  C's 6
beats A's 5, destroying A.
● Squad B enters C's hex.  C has already fired

on A, and cannot fire again.
● Unless he initiates hand-to-hand combat, B's

turn is over.  C becomes the active player.
● Squad C fires on B at 3-2.  C rolls three dice:

5, 3, 1.  B rolls two dice: 3, 2.  C's 5 beats B's 3,
and B is destroyed.

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
After all his units have moved, the active player

can initiate hand-to-hand combat.  Only units in
the same space as opposing units can conduct
hand-to-hand combat.  Move pieces off-board to
facilitate resolution.

Conducting Hand-to-Hand Combat
Hand-to-hand  combat  is  played  in  rounds.

Players alternate rounds until one side retreats or
is destroyed.  Rounds are a subset of the current
turn, and do not affect who is the active player.

Set Up
The  active  player  starts  the  first  round.   He

matches  his  units,  one-on-one,  against  all
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unpinned enemy.  The side with unmatched units
remaining may gang up on single opponents.

Resolving Combat
In each match, each player rolls dice equal  to

the  survivability  rating  of  all  his  units  in  that
match.   In  the  first  round  only,  the  non-active
player throws an extra die for each match.  The
highest  die  wins.   The loser  removes  one  unit
from that match.  On a tie, both players remove
one unit from that match.  When all matches are
resolved, the round is over.

Next Round
The next player decides whether to retreat to an

adjacent  non-enemy  space,  or  fight  the  next
round.  Weapon pieces cannot retreat.

Pinned Units
Pinned units, alone with unpinned enemies, are

destroyed.

● Player A moves five rifle squads into B's hex.
B has a rifle squad and a MG.  In following fire, B
destroys  two  squads.   A  has  three  squads

● A  initiates  hand-to-hand,  and  both  players
move their pieces to the side of the board.
● Player A matches one squad against B's rifle 

squad, and one squad against B's MG.
● Player A has one squad left over, and assigns 

it to gang up on the enemy rifle squad.

● On  the  top  row,  A  has  two  squads  with  a
cumulative survivability  of  4.   B's  squad has a
survivability  rating  of  2.   However,  in  the  first
round, the non-active player rolls an extra die.
● A rolls a 5, 4, 2, 1, and B rolls a 6, 1, and 1.

B's 6 beats A's 5, and A removes one squad.
● On the bottom row, A throws two dice, and B

throws two.
● A rolls a 4, and a 1.  B rolls a 3, and a 3.  A's 4

beats B's 3, and the MG is removed.
● The round is over.  A has has two squads left,

and B has one.  Against those odds, B flees.
● If B had fought another round, he would roll

two dice, and A would roll four.

INFANTRY ASSAULTING ARMOR
Though armor is immune to rifle and MG fire,

infantry can assault armor in the same hex.
The  active  player's  rifle  squads,  if  in  closed

terrain  (building,  forest,  or  entrenchment),  can
attack an armored unit in the same space.  The
armor  unit  can  conduct  following  fire  on  one
target,  using its  integrated MG (m2).   Because
they  are  in  close  combat,  the  tank  throws  an
extra die and cover is ignored.  In close combat,
a "pinned" result destroys the target.
If the infantry survives, it attacks the AFV using

its firepower rating.  The infantry does not roll an
extra die.  The AFV gets no cover modifiers.

Example

● Two rifle squads, A (r2/2), and B (r2/2) assault
a lone tank C.
● Squad A r2/2 enters the tank's hex.  C fires its

integrated MG at 2-2.  In close combat, the firing
unit  throws  an  extra  die,  and  terrain  modifiers
don't count.  The tank rolls a 6, 3, 1 against the
infantry's  5  and  2.   The  tank's  6  beats  the
infantry's 5, and the infantry is destroyed.
● Squad B r2/2 enters the tank's space.  The

tank has used following fire and cannot fire on B.
● B  attacks  C  at  2-2.   There  are  no  cover

modifiers, and B does not roll an extra die.
● B rolls a 4 and a 1.  C rolls a 3 and a 2.  B's 4

beats C's 3, and the tank is destroyed.
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Mixed Target Types
If there is infantry in the same space with armor,

the  active  player  must first  destroy  the infantry
before attacking the armor.

TANK OVERRUN
When  a  tank  enters  a  hex  with  unarmored

targets, the tank can fire its integrated MG (m2)
at one target.  If the tank remains in the space
and the infantry survives, the infantry can attack
the tank during its turn.

Example
Player A's tank a2/2 overruns player B's infantry

r2/2.  A rolls 3 dice and B rolls 2.  A rolls a 6, 2, 2
and B rolls a 5 and a 4.  A's 6 beats B's 5, and B
is destroyed.

ARTILLERY

Fire Missions
A fire mission (FM) calls in off-board artillery.  All

off-board  artillery  is  "H"  type  weapons.   The
artillery  attacks  each  unit  in  the  target  space
individually,  as well  as each unit  in each of the
surrounding six spaces.

Spotting Round
When calling  a  fire  mission,  the  active  player

first rolls a spotting round.  If the active player's
rolls an odd number, the spotting round hits, and
the active player fires for effect.  Otherwise, the
fire mission hits on the following turn.

Example
The attacker calls in a fire mission on a target.

He  rolls  a  4,  which  is  an  even  number.   The
spotting round misses, so he must wait until the
next turn.  Next turn, the attacker fires for effect.

Fire For Effect
Fire for effect (FFE) lasts one full turn (through

both player's turns).  Mark the target hex with an
artillery barrage marker.  A fire mission attacks all
units the target hex and all units in each of the six
surrounding  hexes.  The  attacker  rolls  an
individual attack against each unit.
In the opposing player's turn, the fire mission is

still  active.  Any unit  (friend and foe)  that finds
itself  in,  or  moving  through  the  bombardment
area, suffers the full effects of the artillery fire.

Example

A  105mm  battery  with  firepower=4  fires  for
effect.  A is out of the blast radius.  The tank at B,
and infantry at C and D take fire.  The spotting
round is on target, and artillery fires for effect.
● The fire mission attacks B at 4-2.  H-type fire

is -1 against armor, so the attack is at 3-2.
● Artillery rolls a 6, 5, and 3.  The tank at B rolls

a 5, and a 2.  Artillery's 6 beats the target's 5, and
the target is pinned.
● Artillery attacks infantry at C at 4-2.  Artillery

rolls a 6, 5, 3, and 2.  C rolls a 2 and a 2.  Both
the artillery's 6 and 5 beat C's 4.  C is destroyed.
● Artillery fires on D at 4-2.  Artillery rolls a 5, 3,

3, and a 1.  D rolls a 3, and 2.  The artillery's 5
beats D's 3, and D is pinned.

RALLY

Rallying Units
After all  hand-to-hand combat  is  resolved,  the

active  player  can  rally  his  pinned  units.   The
active player can only rally units pinned prior to
his current turn, or prior to the enemy's last turn.
For each unit, the active player rolls on die.  If

the  die  is  the  player's  morale  or  less,  the  unit
rallies.  Flip that piece over to its front side.

Example
The  active  player  has  two  pinned  infantry

squads  r2/2.   One  squad  was  pinned  in  the
enemy's last turn.  The other squad was pinned
in a previous turn.   The active player can only
rally the unit previously pinned.
The active player has a morale of 4.  He rolls a

3.  The 3 is 4 or less, so the unit  rallies.  The
player flips that piece over to its front side.

AIR STRIKES

Deployment
Aircraft  must  attack  on  the  turn  they  appear.

Place the aircraft piece on top of its target.  After
dropping their main ordnance, place the aircraft
on the side of the board.  In each of the next five
turns, the aircraft can make a strafing run on any
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target  on  the  board.   After  that,  the  aircraft  is
removed from the board.

Ground Fire
An  aircraft  attacking  a  ground  unit  must  first

survive ground fire. Only rifle squads can fire on
aircraft.  When receiving ground fire, the aircraft
is +1 survivability, and adds +1 to its highest die.

Pinned Result
If ground fire gets a "pinned" result, the aircraft

is damaged.  The aircraft  can finish it's  current
attack, but must leave the battle as soon as its
attack is complete.

Destroyed Result
If  the  aircraft  is  destroyed,  it  is  immediately

removed and cannot complete its attack run.

● The dive-bomber at A h6/2 drops ordnance h6
on the infantry at B r2/2.
● B attempts ground fire.  An aircraft sustaining

ground fire gets +1 survivability, and +1 to its high
roll.  B rolls a 6 and a 2.  A rolls a 4, 3, and 2,
adding +1 to his high roll (making his 4 a 5).  B's
6  beats  A's  5,  and  A  is  damaged.   A  can
complete  its  attack,  but  must  exit  the  battle
immediately afterwards.

Example
● A now bombs B at 6-2.  A rolls a 6, 6, 5, 3, 2,

and a 2.  B rolls a 3, and a 3.
● The aircraft's second 6 makes his first 6 a 7.

The infantry adds +1 (building),  to his roll  of  3,
yielding a 4.
● Both A's 7 and 6 beat B's 4.  B is destroyed.
● In the next five turns, A can strafe (m2) targets

anywhere  on  the  board.   However,  he  must
survive ground fire each turn.

DOG FIGHTS
Air-to-air  battles  are  fought  off-board,  on  any

suitable surface.  In an aircraft's turn, the aircraft
can either maneuver or fire. An aircraft can only
depart combat if disengaged.

Relative Positions
Aircraft may have different positions relative to

different  foes.  For example, a aircraft  might be
pursuing one foe and fleeing another. Positions
are listed below:

• Pursuing: Place aircraft on the tail of its foe.

• Fleeing: Craft leads its foe.

• Turning:  Place  opposing  craft  side-by-side,
facing opposite directions.

• Disengaged: Place craft away from foes.

MANEUVER

Winning a Maneuver
Players compare their maneuver ratings (upper-

right-hand corner  of  piece).   Then,  players  roll
dice to see who wins the maneuver.

Resolving a Maneuver
Players  compare  their  aircraft's  maneuver

ratings.  Players roll a number of dice equal to
their  aircraft's  maneuver  rating.   The  player
rolling the highest die wins the maneuver.

Example
Aircraft A has a maneuver rating of 3.  Aircraft B

has a maneuver rating of 2.  Aircraft A rolls three
dice, for a 4, 2, and a 1.  Aircraft B rolls two dice
for a 5, and a 4.  B wins the maneuver.

MANEUVER OPTIONS

Fleeing
A fleeing aircraft  MUST maneuver  against  it's

pursuit.   If  it  wins  the  maneuver,  the  fleeing
aircraft can either disengage, or take the turning
position against its foe.  If the aircraft doesn't win
the maneuver, he remains in the fleeing position.

Example
Aircraft A (M=3) is fleeing aircraft  B (M=2).  A

rolls a 5, 2, and a 2.  B rolls a 4 and a 1.  A's 5
beats B's 4, and A wins the maneuver.   A can
either  disengage,  or  take  the  turning  position
against B.

Turning
A turning  aircraft  MUST maneuver  against  its

turning foe.   If  he  wins  the  maneuver,  he  can
either take the pursuit position, or disengage.  If
he loses the maneuver,  the other aircraft  takes
the pursuing position.

Example 1
A is  turning  against  B.   A  rolls  a  5  and  a  2

against B's 4.  A wins the maneuver.  A takes the
pursuit position.

Example 2
A is turning against B.  A has 2-1 odds against

B.  A rolls a 4 and a 2, B rolls a 5.  B wins the
maneuver,  and takes the pursuit  position,  even
though it's not his turn.
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Pursuing
A pursuing aircraft can either fire on its foe, or it

can disengage.  Only one aircraft can pursue a
fleeing foe.   An aircraft  pursuing a  target  while
fleeing a foe must decide whether to fire on his
target,  or  maneuver  against  his  tail.   If  he
maneuvers  against  the  aircraft  on  his  tail,  his
target is automatically disengaged.

Disengaged
Disengaged aircraft may exit the battle, or they

can maneuver on any aircraft in the battle.  If the
disengaged aircraft  wins the maneuver,  it  takes
the  pursuing  position.   If  the  opposing  aircraft
wins, it can takes the pursuing position.

Example 1
A is disengaged.  He maneuvers on B and wins

the maneuver.  A now pursues B.

Example 2
A is disengaged.  He maneuvers on B, but loses

the maneuver.  B now pursues A.

Example 3
A is disengaged.  He maneuvers on B, but the

aircraft tie their maneuver rolls.  A and B are now
turning.

Example 4
A is disengaged.  He elects to leave the battle.

Remove the piece from the board.

Unopposed Maneuver
An  aircraft  maneuvering  against  an  engaged

opponent automatically takes the pursuit position.

FIRE

Resolving Fire
The attacker rolls as many dice as his firepower

rating.  The target unit rolls as many dice as his
survivability rating.

Damage
If  the  attacker's  highest  die  beats  the  target's

highest die, the target is damaged.   The target
can complete it's following turn, but must exit the
board immediately after.

Kill
If  the  attacker's  two  highest  dice  each

individually  beat  the  target's  highest  die,  the
target is destroyed.  Remove the target from the
board.

Firing Run
A disengaged  or  even  a  pursued aircraft  can

make a firing run on another aircraft.  He follows
the  RESOLVING  FIRE  rules,  but  his  target
throws one additional die. After the firing run, the
aircraft are disengaged relative to each other.

Example
Aircraft  A  makes  a  firing  run  on  aircraft  B.

Aircraft  A  has  a  firepower  of  3,  B  has  a
survivability of 2.  In a firing run, the target rolls
an extra die.  Both roll three dice.

Head-On Attack
On the first turn of a dogfight, an attacker may

make  a  head-on  attack.  Each  aircraft  rolls  a
number of dice equaling the sum of its firepower
and survivability.

Example
An attacking fighter 3/2 makes a firing run on a

defending enemy fighter 2/1.  The attacker rolls 5
dice, the defender 3.  The attacker's highest die
beats  the  defender's  highest  die,  and  the
defender is destroyed.

Exiting
Any  disengaged  aircraft  can  exit  the  dogfight

during its turn. Once an aircraft  exits,  it  cannot
return.
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